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Abstract Correlations between solar, interplanetary medium parameters and
geomagnetic activity proxies in 27-day averages (a Bartels’ rotation) were anal-
ysed for the 2009-2016 time interval. In this analysis, two new proxies were
considered: 1) BZS GSM, calculated as the daily percentage of the IMF south-
ward component along the GSM Z-axis and then averaged every 27 days; 2)
four magnetospheric indices (T-indices), calculated from the local North-South
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(X) contributions of the magnetosphere’s cross-tail (TAIL), the symmetric ring
current (SRC), the partial ring current (PRC) and the Birkeland current (FAC),
derived from Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005 (TS05) semi-empirical magnetospheric
model. Our results suggest that, among the parameters tested in this study, solar
facular areas, interplanetary magnetic field intensity and new proxies derived
from TS05 model could be taken into account in an empirical model, with a
27-day resolution, to explain geomagnetic activity felt on the Earth’s surface
in terms of solar surface features and the IMF condition. We further retrieve a
clear annual oscillation in series of 27-day-mean values of toward/away asym-
metries of geomagnetic activity indices, which can be interpreted in the light
of Russell-McPherron hypothesis for the semiannual variation of geomagnetic
activity.

Keywords: Solar Active Regions; Solar Wind Disturbances; Magnetosphere;
Geomagnetic Disturbances; Bartel’s rotation; Russell-McPherron mechanism;
Tsyganenko and Sitnov model.

1. Overview

Space Weather (SWE) concerns the variable conditions in the Sun and inter-
planetary medium that can have an impact on human safety and activities. This
includes the electromagnetic perturbations due to solar and cosmic ray fluxes in
the near-Earth environment and their effects in the technological and biological
systems. The Sun and its activity is the main source of energy in the causal chain
of processes of SWE. The most energetic solar events, such as white light flares
and coronal mass ejections (CMEs), can drastically alter the level of electro-
magnetic and corpuscular radiation of interplanetary medium with consequent
disturbance of the equilibrium state of the terrestrial magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupled system, causing geomagnetic storms that can damage the navigation and
communication systems and the ground power lines. SWE affects our modern
way of life, sometimes in dramatic ways. Its potential impact is growing as we
become more dependent of technological systems (Schrijver, 2015). The severity
of the effects on almost all technologies depends in part on the geomagnetic
latitude, being particularly important for the higher latitudes and for the South
Atlantic Anomaly (Thomson, 2012). Mid-latitudes are also significantly per-
turbed by geomagnetic storms. These adverse effects include the loss of HF
communications, damage in high-voltage power supply lines or pipelines and
deterioration of services provided by global navigation satellite systems (e.g.,
Beggan et al., 2013; Buonsanto, 1999). A deeper understanding of SWE events
can be used to forecast hazards and to define strategies for mitigating their
impact. Interest in, and dependence on, SWE information and services grows
rapidly, due to its importance for technological infrastructures, impact on global
economy and growing need for SWE hazards mitigation (Schrijver, 2015).

The comparison between solar parameters, parameters of the solar wind and
geomagnetic activity indices is of particular interest for identification of causal
relationships between solar and terrestrial phenomena. The main goal of this
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study is to identify those solar, interplanetary medium and geomagnetic activity
parameters that show the strongest statistical relations, and to sort out the best
candidates to relate meaningfully the solar activity to geomagnetic disturbances
felt on Earth’s surface. We both use widely known proxies, like Sun’s northern
and southern facular areas (FA-N and FA-S), total and southward components
of the interplanetary magnetic field (B and BZ , respectively) or the Newell’s
coupling function (NLL), and test two new types of parameters. The first new pa-
rameter is the daily percentage of the southward component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate
system, which we call BZS . Another group of new proposed parameters consists
in indices derived from simulations, using the TS05 (Tsyganenko and Sitnov,
2005) magnetospheric semi-empirical model of the geomagnetic field variations
near the ground at middle latitudes, which we call T-indices.

1.1. Solar hemispherical asymmetry

Solar magnetic activity is controlled by differential rotation and meridional cir-
culation in both hemispheres, but manifests differently in each one. Waldmeier
(1971) found that the Sun’s hemispheric asymmetry extends to different aspects
of magnetic activity. During the last years the asymmetries in variations of many
solar parameters have been confirmed by several authors: for the sunspot number
and areas (Ballester, Oliver, and Carbonell, 2005; Temmer et al., 2006), facular
region areas (Gonçalves et al., 2014), X-ray flares flux (Joshi et al., 2015), velocity
of torsional oscillations (Lekshmi, Nandy, and Antia, 2018), and for the temporal
delay on the reversal time polarity of the north and south Sun’s magnetic field
(Janardhan et al., 2018). It was also shown that those asymmetries might have
an impact on the earth climate (Georgieva et al., 2007). A phase lag of activity in
the northern and southern solar hemispheres typically ranges between one day to
a year or two (Dorotovic et al., 2010). This suggests that the coupling between
the two hemispheres is variable and weak (Norton and Gallagher, 2009). The
north-south asymmetry of sunspot activity results in asynchronous reversal of
the Sun’s polar field and may affect the strength of the solar cycle. It appears that
cycles with strong asymmetry tend to have a lower amplitude (e.g., cycles 23 and
24) in comparison with cycles in which sunspot activity in the two hemispheres
is more synchronized (e.g., cycles 21 and 22) (Mordvinov et al., 2016). On the
other hand, the causes of the asymmetry are on debate. Several authors point
out a connection between the asymmetry and the solar dynamo (see Schüssler
and Cameron (2018), Nepomnyashchikh et al. (2019) and references therein).
It seems that the combination of dipolar mode and quadrupolar modes, with
periods of about 22 years and between 13 and 15 years, respectively, can re-
produce the observed patterns of the north and south asymmetry. The study
of the hemispheric asymmetry has become a valuable tool to evaluate solar
activity properties and in development of the dynamo theories. For example, in
the recent work of Perri et al. (2018), the simulations of the solar wind, coupling
solar dynamo and solar wind models, showed the clear impact of the hemispheric
asymmetry on the solar wind properties (velocity and magnetic fields).
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Here, we consider the effect of solar hemispherical asymmetries of the sunspot
numbers (e.g., Temmer, Veronig, and Hanslmeier, 2002) using data from SILSO
data/image (Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels) and of the facular areas
computed from images taken at the spectroheliograph of the Geophysical and
Astronomical Observatory of the University of Coimbra (OGAUC). The hypoth-
esis that these asymmetries might constrain the geomagnetic activity on Earth
is tested.

1.2. Simulations of magnetospheric contributions

In Castillo et al. (2017), the TS05 model was tested against measurements at the
Earth’s surface, and shown to be a useful tool to help understanding the geomag-
netic activity observed on the X-component. For the four mid-latitude stations
considered in that study, and using in the analysis all geomagnetically active
days during the 8-year period from 2007 to 2014, around 50% of observed daily
series were reproduced by TS05 model with correlation values above 0.7. TS05
model estimates are computed using near-Earth satellite information of the solar
wind plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field (e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov,
2005; Tsyganenko and Andreeva, 2015) from the NASA/GSFC’s OMNI data
set through OMNIWeb (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/omni min.html). In-
put data comprise: the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) components (BX

GSM, BY GSM, BZ GSM), the flow speed components (VX GSE, VY GSE,
VZ GSE), the solar wind ram pressure, proton density and proton temperature,
the SYM-H index and the Earth’s geomagnetic dipole tilt angle. Semi-empirical
relations between the magnetospheric and solar wind/IMF parameters are used
to compute the magnetic field vectors associated to five magnetospheric current
systems: 1) the symmetrical ring current (SRC); 2) the asymmetrical, or partial
ring current (PRC); 3) the cross-tail sheet current (TAIL); 4) a system of two
vertical currents called field-aligned currents or Birkeland currents (FAC), that
connect ionosphere and magnetosphere in the polar regions and 5) a current
flowing in the magnetospheric boundary called the magnetopause current or the
Chapman-Ferraro current (CF).

Since, in the TS05 model, the inner ring current and the more distant tail
current sheet form a current system circulating close and parallel to the geo-
magnetic equator, the variability associated to these currents is more clearly
retrieved in the X-component of the geomagnetic field (Castillo et al., 2017).
We computed estimates of hourly values for the X component at the four north-
ern hemisphere mid-latitude geomagnetic observatories of Coimbra (Portugal),
Panagurishte (Bulgary), Novosibirsk (Russia) and Boulder (USA) (see Castillo
et al. (2017)), for the period 2009–2016, keeping separate contributions from
different sources. Table 1 shows the geographic and geomagnetic coordinates of
the four observatories. Geomagnetic coordinates were computed using the IGRF-
12 model for 2010.0. The Y component variability, being strongly dependent
on the FAC current system because of its poloidal symmetry, is expected to
be significantly affected by the unrealistic closure of FAC through the Earth’s
center in the TS05 model. Statistical results reported by Castillo et al. (2017)
confirmed that TS05 model performs better in reproducing the X than the Y
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variability. For this reason, only TS05 simulations for the X-component were
used to compute the T-indices.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives a background for the present
study. Section 2 presents the analyzed parameters and the methods used to
calculate them. Section 3 presents results of the correlation analysis and discusses
them. The main conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

Table 1. List of stations and their geographic and geomagnetic
coordinates.

Station Geographic Coord. Geomagnetic Coord.

Lat. (◦N ) Long. (◦E) Lat. (◦N) Long. (◦E)

COI 40.2 351.6 43.8 72.1

PAG 42.5 24.2 40.5 105.1

NVS 54.9 83.2 45.4 156.0

BOU 40.1 254.8 48.1 321.3

2. Data

All parameters analyzed in this study were averaged over the Bartel’s period of
solar rotation (i.e., a 27-day time interval), in order to filter out the recurrence
tendency on geomagnetic activity associated with distinct influence of different
solar sectors. Time averaging over a Bartels’ rotation period allows to estimate
the mean influence that the Sun may have on the Earth, taking into account the
effect of all solar longitudes. Parameters are listed in Table 2 together with their
source databases. The analyzed time interval covers an abnormally long period
of weak solar activity with a minimum of the total solar irradiance in 2009, and
both the rising and part of the declining phases of solar cycle 24. This solar
cycle is particularly interesting due to the triple polarity reversal in the Sun’s
Northern Hemisphere, its smaller amplitude with respect to previous cycles and
the long duration of its minimum (Janardhan et al., 2018; Mordvinov et al.,
2016). Some of the analyzed series are shown in Figures 1 - 4 as a function of
Bartel’s rotation number.

In order to perform a cross correlation analysis, we grouped the parameters
into five sets: solar parameters (SP), parameters of the solar wind (SWP), IMF
components (IMF), geomagnetic activity indices (GAI) and indices obtained
from TS05’s simulations, or T-indices (TI).
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Table 2. List of 33 parameters analyzed and their data sources, separated by SP, SWP, IMF, GAI and TI. Explanations in the text.

No Solar Parameters (SP) Source

1 FA-T, total facular area (% of solar disk).

Calculated by Barata et al. (2018).2 FA-N, northern facular area (% of solar disk).

3 FA-S, southern facular area (% of solar disk).

4 SN-T, total international sunspot number.

WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels.5 SN-N, Northern hemisphere’s sunspot number.

6 SN-S, Southern hemisphere’s sunspot number.

7 FA-NS, FA-N minus FA-S (%). Obtained from items (2) and (3).

8 SN-NS, SN-N minus SN-S. Obtained from items (5) and (6).

9 F10, solar radio flux of 10.7 cm (sfu). NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.
html and King and Papitashvili (2005).

Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF parameters

10-13 T , proton temperature (103 K), ρ, proton density (N/cm3), V , bulk flow
speed (km/s), p, flow pressure (nPa).

NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.

14-16 BX , BY GSE and BZ GSE, nT.

NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.17-18 BY GSM and BZ GSM, nT.

19 B, magnitude of average field vector, nT.

Ground geomagnetic activity indices (GAI)

20 Newell’s coupling function, NLL Tsyganenko’s yearly data files for TA15 model. Tsyganenko’s 5-min
Newell’s data can be downloaded at http://geo.phys.spbu.ru/∼tsyganenko/
TA 2016 RBF.

21-27 Kp*10, AE, AU, AL, PCN (mV/m), Dst (nT), Ap (nT) indices NASA/GSFC’s OMNI daily data.

New indices

28-29 BZS GSE and BZS GSM. Calculated by us with NASA/GSFC’s OMNI hourly data.

30-33 T-TAIL, T-SRC, T-PRC and T-FAC indices (nT). Calculated by us from their respective TS05’s sources. For more details
see Castillo et al. (2017).
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2.1. Solar Parameters (SP)

Most of the analyzed solar parameters refer to features at the solar photosphere
and chromosphere: the international northern/southern hemisphere’s sunspot
number (SN-N/SN-S), the international total sunspot number (SN-T), the dif-
ference between northern and southern sunspot numbers (SN-NS), the north-
ern/southern hemisphere’s facular area (FA-N/FA-S), the difference between
northern and southern facular areas (FA-NS) - see Fig. 1. The sunspot numbers
are obtained from the SILSO (Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations)
database at the Royal Observatory of Belgium. The facular areas were calculated
by Barata et al. (2018), using the computational tool developed by them. The
27-day-averaged data is shown at Figure 1. We also used the solar radio flux at
10.7 cm wavelength (F10.7), originating in the chromosphere and corona of the
Sun.
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Figure 1. Time series of 27-day-averaged facular areas, in percentage of total solar disk area.

2.2. Solar Wind (SWP) and IMF Parameters

Solar wind parameters are the solar wind bulk speed in km/s (V ), proton flux
temperature in Kelvin (T ), proton density in N/cm3 (ρ), where N is the num-
ber of protons, and solar wind proton ram pressure in nPa (p), measured by
spacecraft at the outer magnetosphere.

The IMF parameters are the components of the interplanetary magnetic field
BX , BY , BZ , in nT, in two different reference frames, both having the X-
axis pointing away from the Earth toward the Sun: the GSM and the GSE
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(Geocentric Solar Ecliptic). While GSM has the Y-axis always perpendicular to
the geomagnetic dipole axis, GSE has the Y-axis in the ecliptic plane pointing
toward dusk, independent of the geomagnetic dipole position (e.g., Laundal and
Richmond, 2016). The total IMF field intensity, B, is also analyzed. Most of the
data sets were obtained from the LRO NASA/GSFC’s OMNI dataset. All 27-
day averages are calculated over the daily averages (see Figure 2). More details
can be found at https://omniweb.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/ow data.html#1.

2.3. Ground Geomagnetic Activity indices (GAI) and Newell’s

Coupling Function (NLL)

GAI indices used are PCN (polar cap north), AE, AU, AL, Dst, Kp*10 and Ap.
The Polar Cap North (PCN) 1-min index aims at characterizing the magnetic

activity in the North polar cap that is driven by the IMF Bz component. It is de-
duced from the deviations in the horizontal H and D magnetic field components
from the quiet level at the Qaanaaq (formerly known as Thule, in Greenland)
polar cap station.

AE, AU and AL 1-min indices monitor the magnetic signature of the auroral
electrojets in the Northern hemisphere. The magnetograms of the horizontal
components from the 12 AE stations (> 56.5oN) are superimposed in plots
against UT. The index AE at any epoch is defined by the separation between
the upper (AU) and lower (AL) values at that epoch: AE = AU - AL (Davis and
Sugiura, 1966). The AU and AL indices are intended to express the strongest
current intensity of the eastward and westward auroral electrojets, respectively.
The AE index represents the overall activity of the electrojets (Menvielle et al.,
2011).

The disturbance field (Dst) is the storm-time decrease in H, measured at the
Earth’s surface as a result of geomagnetic activity. The Dst index is linearly
dependent on the amplitude of the geomagnetic perturbation and is derived
from hourly values of the horizontal geomagnetic component (H) obtained at
four magnetic observatories at low and mid-latitudes and distributed evenly in
longitude: Honolulu (Hawaii), San Juan (Puerto Rico), Hermanus (South Africa)
and Kakioka (Japan) (see ??).

The K-index is related quasi-logarithmically to the geomagnetic disturbance
amplitude measured for the horizontal component at a particular observatory,
during a three-hour interval and after the quiet daily variation has been removed.
The planetary K index, Kp, is the weighted average of the local standardized
“K” indices of 13 geomagnetic observatories between 44o and 63o northern and
southern geomagnetic latitudes. The 3-hour Kp index ranges in a scale from 0
(quiet) to 9 (greatly disturbed). The Kp*10 is similar to Kp, with the difference
that in the low resolution OMNI (LRO) data set the Kp*10 average is rounded
to its nearest integer (i. e., 10, 13, 17, 20, ...).

To calculate the daily average level of geomagnetic activity the Kp-scale must
be converted back into an equivalent linear three hourly scale called ap-index,
dividing by 2 the amplitude range corresponding to each Kp. The Ap-index is
calculated as the arithmetic average of eight 3-hourly averaged ap-indices of
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Figure 2. Time series of 27-day-averaged interplanetary magnetic field components and solar
wind parameters (IMF and SWP).
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a day. Sources: http://isgi.unistra.fr/indices kp.php and https://www.ngdc.noaa.
gov/stp/geomag/kp ap.html

Newell et al. (2007), derived a nearly universal coupling function that repre-
sents the rate of magnetic flux removed from the dayside magnetopause, dΦMP /dt
that is itself an electric field. The rate at which magnetic flux is opened at the
magnetopause is calculated as a function of the rate at which field lines approach
the magnetopause (determined by the solar wind velocity V ). Additionally, they
compute the fraction of field lines that merge at magnetosphere (calculated by
a sine function of clock angle θc) and the strength of the transverse IMF (BT ,
that is proportional to the amount of flux opened).

In this work we used a version of Newell’s function derived by Tsyganenko and
Andreeva, 2015, that introduces a normalisation factor of 10−4 and we denote
the merging function as NLL index:

NLL = 10−4 V 4/3 B
2/3
T sin8/3(

θc
2
) (1)

with V in km/s and BT in nT, where BT =
√

B2
Z +B2

Y is the IMF field com-
ponent perpendicular to the Sun-Earth axis. Tsyganenko and Andreeva, 2015
computed the NLL index for each 5 min average data record as an average over
30 min long trailing interval, immediately preceding the current time moment.
We binned the 5-min data to 27-day resolution in order to compare with the
other parameters.

Some of these parameters are displayed in Figure 3.

2.4. BZS and T indices

Two other types of parameters were tested in this work, as proxies of the inter-
connection between IMF and geomagnetic activity (BZS) and of the imprint of
particular magnetospheric current systems into the observed activity on surface
(TI).

As is known, (e.g., Schwenn, 2006) the southward IMF BZ is favourable to the
energy transport from SW into the Earth’s magnetosphere. The daily percentage
of the southward component of IMF, hereafter BZS , was calculated from hourly
values of IMF BZ in the GSM coordinate system. For day j:

Bj
ZS =

nj ∗ 100

24
(2)

where nj is the number of IMF BZ GSM negative (southward) hourly means in
day j. Then we averaged the daily BZS over every 27-days period.

The T-indices were calculated using the X component of separate contribu-
tions from magnetospheric currents on the Earth’s surface, from TS05 model
simulations. Namely, the X component of the tail current sheet (T-TAIL), the
symmetric ring current (T-SRC), the partial ring current (T-PRC) and the field
aligned currents (T-FAC). In order to compute T-indices, first all differences
between the maximum and minimum (range) values of the corresponding X
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Figure 3. Time series of 27-day-averaged geomagnetic activity indices (GAIs) and coupling
function NLL.
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component over each 3-hour time interval were calculated, in nT, a total of 8
values per day:

∆T8obscur(i) = max[T i
cur, T i+1

cur , T i+2
cur ]−min[T i

cur, T i+1
cur , T i+2

cur ] (3)

with i = 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19 and 22. T i
cur are hourly values of Tcur for hour

i. The superscript obs stands for a certain observatory (COI, PAG, NVS and
BOU), and the subscript cur stands for a certain current system (TAIL, SRC,
PRC or FAC). Then, for each observatory, we computed an averaged daily value
as the mean of each group of 3-hour values:

T obs,j
cur =

1

8

(

∆T8obscur(1) + ∆T8obscur(4) + ...+∆T8obscur(22)
)

(4)

As a third step, we calculated a global daily mean, representative of the be-
haviour seen at (northern hemisphere) mid-latitudes, using the corresponding
daily T obs,j

cur at all four observatories:

T j
cur =

1

4

(

TCOI,j
cur + TPAG,j

cur + TNV S,j
cur + TBOU,j

cur

)

(5)

Finally, we averaged mid-latitude daily values over 27-day periods. TI series are
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Time series of 27-day-averaged TI magnetospheric indices.

2.5. Toward-Away Asymmetries

The orientation of IMF in the plane perpendicular to the Z-axis of the Geocentric
Solar Equatorial (GSEq) coordinate system (toward or away from the Sun), is
known to also have an impact on geomagnetic activity (e.g., Sabbah, 1995; Zhao
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and Zong, 2012). Considering that the IMF is along the Parker spiral direction,
there are two possible polarities, either “away” or “toward” (the Sun). The
“away” (or positive) polarity implies IMF BY > 0 in the GSEq coordinate
system, while the “toward” (or negative) polarity implies IMF BY < 0. The IMF
polarity close to Earth changes as the Earth crosses the Heliospheric Current
Sheet (HCS). To the north of the HCS, the polarity is the same as the solar
magnetic polarity which has an oscillating cycle of 22 yrs. To address the possible
influence of IMF polarity on geomagnetic activity, values of ”toward−away”
asymmetries were calculated for each of the analyzed parameters (see sections
2.1–2.4).

The Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO, http://wso.stanford.edu/SB/SB.html)
provides a list of well defined sector boundaries around the Sun inside which
the IMF has positive or negative polarities, and such that: 1) data is of good
quality, 2) the reversal takes place cleanly, and 3) intervals on either side of the
boundary have an uniform field direction for ∼ 4 days. The list is inferred from
geomagnetic and spacecraft observations. This WSO boundary list was used
to separate days with different polarity signs. When no data were available in
the WSO list, “toward” and “away” polarities were calculated using the angle
between IMF GSE radial component (

√

B2
X +B2

Y ) and the positive X GSE axis
(measuring the angle anti-clockwise and using daily means of IMF BX and IMF
BY in the GSE coordinate frame, from NASA/GSFC’s OMNI data set through
OMNIWeb (see Figure 5) and Sabbah (1995) definition: IMF is “away” from
the Sun when the angle is between 45o and 225o and is “toward” to the Sun in
any other case. Note that the angle between BY GSE and BY GSEq in the two
coordinate systems is small, of ∼ 7o, so they are sometimes used interchangeably.

  

TO SUN

X
GSE

Y
GSE

AWAY

OUTWARD

POSITIVE

TOWARD

INWARD

NEGATIVE

EARTH

45º

Figure 5. Definition of away and toward polarity seen from the Earth. Angles in [45o, 225o] are
considered away (outward) or positive polarity. Other angles are considered toward (inward) or
negative polarity (Sabbah, 1995). Yellow arrows represent the IMF’s trajectory and direction
in the azimuthal GSE framework.
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Figure 6 shows our pixel plot of ‘toward’ and ‘away’ days from 2009 to 2016,
obtained using Wilcox Solar Observatory list of sector boundaries combined with
calculation of toward and away days using Sabbah (1995) criteria. From January
2009 to March 2012 the solar magnetic field has negative polarity (44 Bartels’
rotations); then, from April 2012 to March 2015 there is a transition epoch (40
rotations), and, finally, from April 2015 to 2016 the solar magnetic field has
positive polarity (24 rotations). The Sun’s North (South) pole is most inclined
toward the Earth in fall (spring), therefore, the dominant polarity seen by the
Earth around fall is that of the Sun (and the opposite around spring).

The “toward-away” asymmetries (with respect to IMF polarity) of the 33
parameters were computed as follows. For each parameter mentioned in sections
2.1–2.4, we split values into two groups, and calculate separate averages for days
when the IMF is directed toward the Sun (T), and days when the IMF is directed
away from the Sun (W), and computed the two values:

T =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

T i W = 1

m

∑m
i=1

W i (6)

Figure 6. Pixel plot of days with toward/negative polarity (pink) and away/positive polarity
(cyan) IMF. White days means missing data or polarity that could not be determined. Each
column is a solar rotation (27 days) in the period 2009–2016. The solar magnetic field has
negative polarity in 2009 – 2012 and has positive polarity in 2015 – 2016. The interval 2012 –
2015 is a transition period.

where T and W are mean values of a certain parameter over a Bartel’s rotation
period, counting only “toward” days in the former case (in a total of n) and
only “away” days in the later (in a total of m). Then, for each parameter, we
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obtained the asymmetry A over each Bartel’s period as the difference between
the corresponding “toward” and “away” means:

A = T −W (7)

The standard error for each A was calculated as:

σA =

√

σ2
T

n
+

σ2
W

m
(8)

where σT is the standard deviation of parameter values during “toward” days,
and σW is the standard deviation of parameter values during “away” days.
Asymmetries were standardised (As = A/σA).

Figure 7 shows, as an example, a plot of A asymmetries for BZ GSM, the
Newell coupling function, the T-FAC index and different GAI parameters. Note
that A for BZ GSM and Dst were multiplied by -1 to facilitate the comparison.
The percentage of toward-to-the-Sun days in each Bartel’s rotation is also shown,
at the top-left of the figure.
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Figure 7. Top-left: Percentage of days with toward IMF during each Bartel’s rotation for the
whole 2009–2016 period. Top-right: Time series of the asymmetry A for the Kp index. From
top to bottom, left to right: time series of A for the − Dst, the coupling function NLL, AU,
PCN, T-FAC and −BZ GSM, with corresponding error bars. The smooth red curves represent
a LOESS regression model, using span=0.5.
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3. Results and Discussion

In this section we present a correlation analysis of all the solar, solar wind and ge-
omagnetic field parameters and their asymmetries. Spearman’s cross-correlation
coefficients were calculated for the 27-day means for the 2009-2016 time interval,
except in the case of the Newell’s coupling function, available only until 2015.

3.1. Correlation Analysis of 27-Day-Averaged Series

Spearman’s cross correlations rS between the 33 parameters, averaged over 27-
day intervals, were computed in order to search for a pattern that explains the
physical processes involved in the solar wind–magnetosphere coupling. Table 3
shows the correlations obtained. As a criteria for choosing the ‘best’ correlations,
only values |rS | ≥ 0.4 and p-value p ≤ 0.05 are shown.

FA-N and FA-S are the solar parameters with highest (in absolute value) cor-
relation coefficients with parameters of other groups, and represent the activity
in the Sun’s chromosphere. They give us a valuable picture of the solar dynamo,
vital in understanding the global structure of the Heliospheric Magnetic Field.
At solar minimum (near 2009), the Sun has few facular areas (but never zero
facular area, as can be seen from Figure 1), corresponding with a mostly dipolar
magnetic field, with a slow wind at the solar equator and a fast wind at the poles.
At maximum of activity (around 2014), the Sun has larger facular areas, with a
multipolar magnetic field and a bi-modal wind distribution at all latitudes (Perri
et al., 2018). FA-S is the parameter with more significant correlation coefficients
among all solar parameters.

Among the solar wind parameters, the 27-day mean of the total field B is
the parameter that has more significant correlations and the highest sum of
correlations with other parameters.

The BZS GSM, a 27-day average of the percentage of southward BZ GSM
occurrences, correlates with GAI and TI parameters better than the 27-day
averaged BZ GSM. In fact, at this time resolution, correlations of BZ GSM with
most of GAI and TI parameters are less than 0.4. This shows that, in spite
of the recurrent use of BZ GSM as a proxy for geomagnetic storms (with a
timescale much shorter than the one resolved here), BZS GSM is a better proxy
of magnetospheric activity than BZ GSM, at the 27-day time resolution.

NLL is the combination of SW speed and IMF components which, among
similar combinations, more closely represents the solar wind-magnetospheric
coupling (Newell et al., 2007). It shows significant correlations with all the other
parameters, in Table 3.

Among GAI parameters, Kp presents the best scores. Finally, regarding T-
indices, T-SRC and T-PRC have highest (in absolute value) correlation coeffi-
cients with parameters from other groups. They represent the variations in the
symmetric and the partial ring currents, respectively, due to energetic particles
injected by solar wind disturbances, i.e., ICMEs. T-PRC and T-SRC associate
the ring current activity to chromospheric and photospheric activity, better than
GAI parameters. Note in particular that Dst, a standard ring current index,
has no significant correlations with solar parameters. Also, Dst shows lower
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correlations with B and the coupling function NLL than the indices T-SRC
and T-PRC.

Comparing the trends of these parameters is of particular interest for identi-
fication of causal relashionships between solar and terrestrial phenomena.

3.2. Analysis of 27-Day-Mean Series of Asymmetries

One interesting result of the analysis of the asymmetry parameters variations is
the annual variation in 27-day asymmetries that sorts out in GAI parameters
and NLL coupling function (see Figure 7), but also in BZS GSM and BZ GSM.
Asymmetries for different parameters were computed as explained in Section
2.5. For NLL, AU, PCN, T-FAC and Kp we see positive asymmetries at the
first half of the year and negative at the second half, with maxima/minima near
the equinoxes and zero asymmetry near the solstices. The same for −BZ GSM,
−Dst, since these values have the opposite sign. It means that every year the
values of these parameters are larger when IMF points toward (away) the Sun
than the values when IMF points away (toward) the Sun in the first (second) half
of the year. It agrees with Zhao and Zong (2012), who found that geomagnetic
activity is much more intense around spring equinox when the direction of IMF is
toward the Sun, while much more intense around fall equinox when the direction
of IMF is away the Sun.

These observations are in agreement with the Russell-McPherron (R-M) effect
(Russell and McPherron, 1973) proposed to explain the semiannual variation of
geomagnetic activity (SAV). The IMF tends to be parallel to the solar wind
blown from the Sun, and as a result it lies mostly over the solar equatorial
plane (X-Y plane in the GSEq frame) (e.g. Koskinen, 2011). On the other hand,
the probability of reconnection between the IMF and the Earth’s field increases
for larger values of the projection of IMF along − Z GSM axis. In this context,
Russell and McPherron (1973) suggested that the relevant parameter to measure
the probability of geomagnetic activity could be the θRM angle between Z-GSM
and Z-GSEq axes: the larger θRM , the more the solar equatorial plane is tilted
relative to the GSM magnetospheric equatorial plane, increasing the probability
for reconnection. Both coordinate systems share the same X-axis (line pointing
from the Earth to the Sun), and as a result θRM is measured in the Y-Z plane
of both GSM and GSEq reference frames (see Figure 8).

The R-M mechanism could explain the observed SAV, since θRM attains
larger (absolute) values close to the equinoxes (more exactly, begin of April
and October) (e.g. Lockwood et al., 2020). There are, nonetheless, two other
mechanisms proposed to explain SAV (e.g. Poblet, Azpilicueta, and Lam, 2020;
Lockwood et al., 2020): the axial hypothesis, that states the main cause is the
position of the Earth with respect to the solar equator (the heliographic latitude),
with maximum near the equinoxes (±7.5o) and minimum near solstices (∼ 0o);
the equinoctial hypothesis, that identifies as the most relevant parameter the
angle between the Earth-Sun line and the geomagnetic dipole axis of the Earth
(the tilt angle, or its complement).

Zhao and Zong (2012) noticed that, if R-M is the dominant mechanism behind
SAV, a toward/away asymmetry should be seen in geomagnetic activity. For
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Figure 8. The θRM during the spring equinox, with IMF toward the Sun. The BZ GSM
southward (red vector) increases due to the contribution of the negative BY GSEq. Figure
adapted from Poblet, Azpilicueta, and Lam (2020)

the same θRM angle, the IMF BZ-GSM projection can be positive or negative
depending if the IMF polarity is toward or away. As shown by them, during fall
equinox when θRM attain lowest negative values (∼ −26o), the IMF BZ-GSM is
negative for away IMF polarity and positive otherwise. During spring equinox,
when θRM attains highest positive values (∼ 26o), the IMF BZ-GSM is negative
for toward IMF polarity and positive otherwise. In this way, the toward/away
asymmetry dependence of SAV introduces an asymmetry between spring and
fall equinoxes and an annual periodicity should be seen in SAV.

As it is seen in the top-left of Fig. 7 the days with toward IMF prevail in
2009-2012 and days with away IMF prevail in 2015-2016, coinciding with the
polarity of Sun’s northern hemisphere in both time intervals. This means that
the Earth was located north of the heliospheric current sheet most of the time.
It is the Earth’s prevailing position since solar cycle 16 (Mursula and Hiltula,
2003).

We identify the annual oscillation in 27-day-mean values of the asymmetry for
GAI parameters and for NLL coupling function, as shown in Figure 7. The BZ-
GSM and BZS-GSM parameters also show a similar oscillation. Figure 7 further
shows that during the 2009–2012 period of solar negative/toward polarity the
asymmetry has higher positive/away values in spring (and less negative values
in fall), and in the 2015–2016 period when the solar polarity is positive, the
asymmetry has also higher positive values in spring (and more negative values
in fall). This behaviour can in principle be explained due to the R-M mechanism,
although a larger dataset, including several solar polarity inversions, would be
needed to draw a more robust conclusion.

In search for the ubiquitous presence (or not) of the annual oscillation in
series of toward/away asymmetries, Table 4 shows the correlation between the
Kp asymmetry, the BZ GSM, the BZS GSM, three solar wind parameters,
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the NLL, the GAI and the TI-indices asymmetries. When computing cross-
correlations with that curve we are evaluating the presence of a synchronized
annual oscillation in all those different parameters, because the A Kp fits better
with a sine wave. The correlation would also be low with other IMF parameters
and solar parameters.
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Table 3. Spearman’s cross-correlation coefficients of 33 Bartel’s means, with |rs| ≥ 0.4 and p ≤ 0.05.

Solar parameters Solar wind parameters NLL and geomagnetic indices TI-indices

Parameter FA-T FA-N FA-S SN-T SN-N SN-S FA-NS SN-NS F10 BX BY GSE BZ GSE BY GSM BZ GSM B BZS GSE BZS GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PC Dst T-TAIL T-SRC T-PRC T-FAC

Solar

parameters

FA-T 0.77 0.89 0.84 0.59 0.83 0.90 0.59 0.42 0.46 0.40 0.53 0.52

FA-N 0.77 0.47 0.63 0.73 0.49 0.49 0.67 0.55 0.54 0.45 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.47 0.51

FA-S 0.89 0.47 0.82 0.45 0.90 -0.51 -0.50 0.86 0.53 0.48 0.42 0.40 0.43 0.42 -0.41 0.54 0.50

SN-T 0.84 0.63 0.82 0.73 0.92 0.96 0.48 0.41

SN-N 0.59 0.73 0.45 0.73 0.49 0.66

SN-S 0.83 0.49 0.90 0.92 0.49 -0.56 0.91 0.41 0.44 0.53 0.45

FA-NS 0.49 -0.51 0.71

SN-NS -0.50 -0.56 0.71

F10 0.90 0.67 0.86 0.96 0.66 0.91 0.47 0.40 0.53 0.48

Solar wind

parameters

BX -0.71 -0.70

BY GSE -0.71 0.99

BZ GSE 0.81 -0.81 -0.58

BY GSM -0.70 0.99

BZ GSM 0.81 -0.69 -0.82 -0.50 0.41

B 0.59 0.55 0.53 0.41 0.47 0.60 0.54 0.75 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.66 -0.75 0.63 -0.50 0.65 0.67 0.77 0.57

BZS GSE -0.81 -0.69 0.71

BZS GSM -0.58 -0.82 0.71 0.58 0.41 0.46 0.41 -0.46 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.45 0.46

T 0.60 0.92 0.68 0.78 0.80 0.75 0.74 0.66 -0.76 0.64 -0.54 0.62 0.59 0.60 0.68

ρ 0.51

V 0.54 0.92 0.71 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.71 -0.80 0.71 -0.58 0.64 0.56 0.60 0.72

p 0.42 0.54 0.75 0.68 0.51 0.71 0.76 0.88 0.83 0.74 0.67 -0.76 0.67 -0.50 0.79 0.61 0.75 0.64

NLL and
geomagnetic
indices

NLL 0.46 0.45 0.48 0.44 0.40 -0.50 0.79 0.58 0.78 0.78 0.76 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.82 -0.93 0.82 -0.64 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.85

Kp 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.79 0.41 0.80 0.84 0.88 0.93 0.97 0.94 0.85 -0.95 0.83 -0.63 0.80 0.77 0.84 0.79

Ap 0.41 0.40 0.77 0.75 0.80 0.83 0.92 0.97 0.93 0.82 -0.96 0.86 -0.70 0.78 0.79 0.86 0.80

AE 0.43 0.74 0.46 0.74 0.79 0.74 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.95 -0.98 0.87 -0.57 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.79

AU 0.42 0.66 0.41 0.66 0.71 0.67 0.82 0.85 0.82 0.95 -0.88 0.79 0.60 0.71 0.72 0.73

AL -0.41 0.41 -0.75 -0.46 -0.76 -0.80 -0.76 -0.93 -0.95 -0.96 -0.98 -0.88 -0.88 0.64 -0.74 -0.77 -0.81 -0.80

PC 0.63 0.43 0.64 0.71 0.67 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.79 -0.88 -0.59 0.67 0.71 0.73 0.74

Dst -0.50 -0.54 -0.58 -0.50 -0.64 -0.63 -0.70 -0.57 0.64 -0.59 -0.57 -0.51 -0.58 -0.54

TI-indices

T-TAIL 0.46 0.65 0.42 0.62 0.64 0.79 0.84 0.80 0.78 0.71 0.60 -0.74 0.67 -0.57 0.77 0.87 0.82

T-SRC 0.53 0.47 0.54 0.48 0.53 0.53 0.67 0.43 0.59 0.56 0.61 0.87 0.77 0.79 0.76 0.71 -0.77 0.71 -0.51 0.77 0.92 0.85

T-PRC 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.41 0.45 0.48 0.77 0.45 0.60 0.60 0.75 0.90 0.84 0.86 0.80 0.72 -0.81 0.73 -0.58 0.87 0.92 0.85

T-FAC 0.57 0.46 0.68 0.72 0.64 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.73 -0.80 0.74 -0.54 0.82 0.85 0.85

Sum of absolute values 7.73 8.06 9.54 5.78 3.64 6.93 1.70 1.77 6.84 1.41 1.70 2.20 1.69 3.22 12.75 2.21 6.61 10.35 0.51 10.70 12.20 15.84 14.25 13.36 13.10 11.40 13.69 11.58 8.08 11.74 14.36 14.92 11.64

Number of correlations 12 15 17 8 6 11 3 3 10 2 2 3 2 5 20 3 13 15 1 15 18 22 19 17 17 16 18 16 14 17 22 22 16

Parameter FA-T FA-N FA-S SN-T SN-N SN-S FA-NS SN-NS F10 BX BY GSE BZ GSE BY GSM BZ GSM B BZS GSE BZS GSM T ρ V p NLL Kp Ap AE AU AL PC Dst T-TAIL T-SRC T-PRC T-FAC
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Table 4. Spearman’s correlation coefficients between Kp asym-
metries and asymmetries of other parameters.

Parameter Correlation coefficient

Ap 0.97

AE 0.93

AL -0.92

AU 0.91

NLL 0.91

PC 0.89

Dst -0.82

T-FAC 0.75

BZS GSM 0.72

BZ GSM -0.70

T-SRC 0.69

SPEED 0.66

T-PRC 0.62

TEM 0.60

T-TAIL 0.59

PRES 0.50

4. Conclusion

In order for the global dynamical state of the Sun to influence the Earth, some
time should elapse. This study considers time averages over whole Bartel’s ro-
tation periods (27 Earth days), for different parameters involved in Sun-Earth
interaction processes.

We computed hourly synthetic series of the X component of four magneto-
spheric current systems at Earth’s surface, in the 2009-2016 time period, using
the TS05 model at the geomagnetic coordinates of four magnetic observatories in
mid-latitudes (∼ 40oN). Four new mid-latitude geomagnetic indices (T-indices)
were derived from these series: T-TAIL (from tail current), T-SRC (symmetric
ring current), T-PRC (partial ring current) and T-FAC (field aligned current).
Each T-index measures the contribution to the geomagnetic activity of its corre-
sponding current field. The T-SRC and T-PRC indices have better correlations
with solar parameters than other geomagnetic activity indices and solar wind
parameters. A relation between solar parameters and the ring current system is
inferred from these results. We also calculated the BZS GSM, as the percentage
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of hourly occurrences of the southward BZ GSM in a day. It is a possible sub-
stitute for the most often used BZ GSM, as an estimator of the magnetospheric
activity at the 27-day time resolution.

The geomagnetic activity observed during solar cycle 24 was largely driven by
high speed solar wind streams (e.g., Gerontidou, Mavromichalaki, and Daglis,
2018; Richardson, Cliver, and Cane, 2002). As a result, strong correlations were
expected between solar wind temperature, speed and ram pressure, and geomag-
netic activity indices as those tested here. Although those solar wind parameters
correlate strongly with GAI (see Table 3), they do not show as high correlations
with solar surface parameters as does the IMF B intensity.

We analysed the behaviour of the working parameters with respect to the to-
ward/away asymmetry, in search for some possible influence of the solar magnetic
field polarity over geomagnetic activity. We identified an annual oscillation in 27-
day-mean values of geomagnetic activity indices and also Newell coupling func-
tion, as shown in Figure 7. The −BZ-GSM and BZS-GSM parameters also show
the same oscillation. We think this result favours the Russell-McPherron mecha-
nism as the dominant mechanism explaining semiannual variation of geomagnetic
activity.

The main conclusions derived from the analysis presented above, based on
the correlation analysis of a large data set of parameters relating the different
stages of Sun-Earth interaction processes, are the following:

• Hemispheric facular areas computed as averages over 27-day periods show
better correlations with solar wind parameters (in particular the total IMF
field B) and with geomagnetic activity indices (in particular Kp) than other
solar parameters as the hemispheric sunspot numbers or the solar radio flux
F10.7 cm. Furthermore, they evolve in a more continuous way along the
solar cycle than sunspots, never getting to zero even at solar minimum.

• T-SRC and T-PRC indices are new parameters defined here to represent the
dynamics of the ring current. They correlate better with solar parameters
than the Dst index, which is more frequently used as a proxy for the energy
of the ring current. The Newell’s coupling function computed from solar
wind and IMF parameters, and the planetary index of global geomagnetic
activity Kp, both show significant correlations with a large number of other
proxies. Nonetheless, their correlation with solar surface parameters is lower
than what is obtained using the newly defined magnetospheric activity
proxies T-SRC and T-PRC.

• The BZS GSM index defined in this study, seems to be a better choice
than BZ GSM to characterise magnetospheric activity at the 27-day time
resolution, since it shows higher correlations with all GAI parameters.

• The total field B averaged over 27-days is the solar wind parameter that
correlates the best with solar surface parameters, in particular facular areas.

• The annual oscillation found in series of toward/away asymmetry for the
GAI parameters, NLL and both BZ GSM and BZS GSM parameters seems
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to support that the Russell-McPherron mechanism is the main mechanism
explaining SAV.

• Further support of the R-M mechanism is the variation of amplitude of
the toward/away asymmetry with the solar magnetic field polarity, which
is also retrieved in our results. Our results suggest that, for the analysed
2009–2016 period that covers the two different solar polarities, solar positive
polarity leads to geomagnetic activity more intense during fall equinox and
negative polarity leads to geomagnetic activity more intense during spring
equinox.

Finally, the new indices proposed here (T-indices and BZS GSM) should be
tested further in other solar cycles to strength their use as proxies of the Sun-
Earth interactions. It would be particularly interesting to follow the changes and
inter-correlations of all these parameters (in particular B, BZS GSM, FA-N, FA-
S , TI and NLL) in the coming years of the new cycle and investigate the main
physical mechanisms involved.
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Figures

Figure 1

Time series of 27-day-averaged facular areas, in percentage of total solar disk area.



Figure 2

Time series of 27-day-averaged interplanetary magnetic  �eld components and solar wind parameters
(IMF and SWP).



Figure 3

Time series of 27-day-averaged geomagnetic activity indices (GAIs) and coupling function NLL.



Figure 4

Time series of 27-day-averaged TI magnetospheric indices.



Figure 5

De�nition of away and toward polarity seen from the Earth. Angles in [45o; 225o] are considered away
(outward) or positive polarity. Other angles are considered toward (inward) or negative polarity (Sabbah,
1995). Yellow arrows represent the IMF's trajectory and direction in the azimuthal GSE framework.



Figure 6

Pixel plot of days with toward/negative polarity (pink) and away/positive polarity (cyan) IMF. White days
means missing data or polarity that could not be determined. Each column is a solar rotation (27 days) in
the period 2009{2016. The solar magnetic  eld has negative polarity in 2009 { 2012 and has positive
polarity in 2015 { 2016. The interval 2012 { 2015 is a transition period.



Figure 7

Top-left: Percentage of days with toward IMF during each Bartel's rotation for the whole 2009{2016
period. Top-right: Time series of the asymmetry A for the Kp index. From top to bottom, left to right: time
series of A for the - Dst, the coupling function NLL, AU, PCN, T-FAC and -BZ GSM, with corresponding error
bars. The smooth red curves represent a LOESS regression model, using span=0.5.



Figure 8

The θRM during the spring equinox, with IMF toward the Sun. The BZ GSM southward (red vector)
increases due to the contribution of the negative BY GSEq. Figure adapted from Poblet, Azpilicueta, and
Lam (2020)
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